
Working Men

I am a guy. I have memories of friendships from childhood and that world of play 
but they are few and growing more distant. The foreground of my life is the men who I 
worked with or rather the man I am working with now. The problem solvers the specialists 
in passion, some men shine and others glimmer and flash with insight. Some men back 
away, others have your back. Some men spend their lives in cocoons of armour, and come 
from peninsular locations holding tight to their thin stretched isthmus. Their rich interior 
world fills with imagination and curiosity, as long as their light isn’t doused in the water of 
life. I have met many men on the job all of them talented in some special way and when 
they dropped their armour, as colourful as a child's balloon.

I always marvel at the way men wave as they pass in their pickup trucks. They will 
wave even if they don’t know you. I know they are saying have a good day. Boiled down, it 
is the ‘I love you’ they didn’t get from their wife and family as they trudged off to the 
treadmill and tiller before the house stirred.

I know a family of mechanics that stretches into an extended family of; been there, 
done that. Nobody is older than five on this planet and these guys like to break things and 
fix them. I tell them they are Inuit Mexicans. Inuit use to watch explorers tear down their 
airplane engines during the day then the natives would repeat the process in reverse during
the night and be nicely finishing up when the explorer awoke. Mexican mechanics as well 
as Cubans and others from humbled societies can join cars of different vintage and make 
and perform feats of engineering not dreamed of in the unreal world. They dream about 
twisting wrenches others drive nails. Hammering that mortgage on the head, getting that 
second cut, dreaming of a third, hauling their load. They would get real pissed off if I told 
you how loveable and sweet they are in their play, helping me solve the immediate problem.
Day is done I may not see them for five years, but they get to know I think of them daily. 
They all know but only some of them admit how much a man’s love can be in its steady way
the golden singing bar to hang from with one hand as you swat the flies with other.

I remember Sammy when I worked for the Bagel King driving delivery truck. I use 
to be early rather than late, I didn’t mind an extra few minutes on my day to sweep corn 
meal. There were men from a dozen countries all with different dispositions. They all liked 
me especially after I wolf howled that first time and cut across all the language barriers. 
There were animal cries from all those different cultures. I can still see the face of the 
efficiency expert hired by the company to prepare for the coming of the teamsters. A usual 
shift started at seven in the evening. When I walked through the door Romero would greet 
me. He was studying to be a doctor in Equator and was interning here as a slicer. Then his 
buddy George would quickly stick his head between my legs and start parading around 
with me on his shoulders saying, "John F Kennedy, huh! ..." I had to put a stop to it 
though; George liked me just a little too much. He understood, I thanked him for his 



compliment glad to have my nice tight ass to myself even if it lost him his bagel fantasy. The
bakers too were cool in their hot ovens, and proud in their mastery of their firm and soft, 
seasoned, salted, or seeded buns. 

Sammy did not like me. Sammy was the storm trooper. They sent him to situations 
that no one else would ever think of going to and doing. He was Albanian thirty two years 
old but his face looked fifty two, strong as an ox and built like a guerilla. He hated me. 
During those years breaking rock in an Albanian prison I had been the focus of his hate. 
Peaceful hippies were the bane of his existence, the weakness he could not allow in his 
sustaining fantasy. He called me a prostitute and was always threatening to cut my hair. I 
was walking by him one day and as he started to lift his container of bagels his watch strap 
couldn’t contain his raging muscles, it snapped and fell at my feet. He cursed the strap. He 
cursed that there were no good watch straps everything was shit. I showed him the one I 
made for myself. He agreed to let me take the watch home. Friends are there for the 
making, so I made a strap and a friend. Sammy worked a full week fourteen hour shifts 
and then drove cab one of the days he was off the seventh day he spent at the Albanian club
drinking. He told me that a bakery had refused an order of Kaiser Buns once and he was 
sent to count the buns. He spent hours counting buns. He said, "I count every single bun 
the whole truck, I count with blood running out my nose, not one fucking bun missing, 
Bastards." Yes those in power forget what bastards they can be on the golden chain of piss 
rained down from those above and to be savored along the way.

Out in my truck with my load of hot Kaisers and bagels my first stop is Harvey’s. 
Two boxes, delivered and I am stopped at the door by three drunks who are convinced I cut
them off. The one in the lead is determined to exact justice no matter who is guilty. Not 
good, I am busy with tempestuous customers waiting with their ravenous customers paying
salary. The drunkest emerged from the floor, a postman I worked as a temp with two 
Christmases before. I greeted him like a long lost brother he temporarily was. He turned to 
straighten out his friends by falling on them. I stepped over them to clear the parking lot 
before they untangled their stories. The ride check cops grinning to find a long hair to fill 
their shift, I pointed to the fight at Harvey’s and continued to deliver the goods. There are 
so many ways to love friendships.

I was sent by the government to take my transport truck license. One month in 
Toronto with a government allowance. God Save the Queen. One of my class mates was 
from Quebec and we started to chum around, forgive me lord, I can't remember his name 
so I will call him Renee. He was totally spontaneous and thought nothing of backing his 
muscle car down the main thoroughfare to grab a parking space at any speed sometimes 
for a full block. He told me that he and his best friend had canoed the Fraser River. His 
friend died. That was the only time I saw him lose his smile as he remembered his friend. 
Maybe I was the replacement for his lost friend, now I'll never know we lost touch in the 
raging current of modern life. 



I don't really notice guys’ bodies in the same discerning way I do with women. I am 
always amazed at how I missed the strength standing next to me and so it was with Renee. I
saw him putting on a clean shirt at his place after work and was stunned at how well built 
the guy was. I was even more shocked when we were walking down the street one day after 
class and he said, “Watch this". He grabbed the round metal street sign pole and raised his 
body up horizontal to the ground. Then he said, “Push my ankles". The pole was three 
inches in diameter and he did not slip a fraction of an inch. I felt like I was on the Ed 
Sullivan show ready to snap my whip and yell Oh Lay as I pushed him around the pole 
several times. He has to have been the strongest guy I have ever met.

He was a strangely sensitive guy. I think it was because of the stark contrast of all 
that strength. He was very gentle and easily touched by kind thoughts, maybe a future 
Buddhist. One night in a bar he surprised me again. It was a fairly crowded bar, but 
everyone was seated. Renee said, "Watch this." He then told me to watch the blonde on the 
far side of the room. He pulled back his head and gazed to heaven then released a bubble of
spit from his pursed lips. The bubble was a very small marble. It
floated through the air in the bar across several conversations
and landed squarely on the head of the blonde and burst
harmlessly. I picked out a few more targets and he hit every one
even some around pillars. No one noticed, we were in our own
little world. How or why would someone ever develop such a
skill? I hope his kind heart found his friend as well as brothers
and a wife and kids. He would be a child’s best friend. What
winds of the universe ever blew his iridescent bubbles to join my
string of pearls of brotherhood and wisdom drifting across the
isthmus, recalled in my playing pen?
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